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ABSTRACT
A teohtrique is developed for the estimation of total daily insolatAon on the
beads of data derivable from operational polar-orbiting aatdMtes. Although a thce
inedation aid meteorological obser'vat bo arc used in the development, the
algorithm is constrained in applioatlon by the inftsquent daytime polar-orbdtter
A linear regro don approach In used to relate observed ineolatioi to the
optical
h mItano^e Ovquit3ng obud ma aunt anrt type) egreesion analyses slating
these parameters to the teal daily :n, :28'. z result; in daily estimates for each
hour. Estimates cxsrespoiding to the , mee of satellite passage are weighted,
a to their proximity to local solar noon, and averaged to provide a **a
daily insolation eadmate.
Prior to Anal tuning of the coaMdanta, an interactive test of the promk"
was conducted on independent data, with G 0 ES satellite imagery as the data
source far polar-crbiter times. Rearlts were arcceedU In terms of the ratio of the
standard deviation of the readduals to the observed mean peas than 0.2 threshold)
and correlation cxa3trid+a " exceeding 0.80. 	 After txft the cloud
parametmcInt ions and develop ing a Anal set of tegt 	 cheeks on
inkpendent arface data revealed that addit kxml improvements can be made by
i Introducing a bias redtxftm techrdque.
An automated procedure for cloud type doWficatf on based on the
multispec:tral infrared sounder data was stipulated from one data swath and tested
on another. This type of cloud clasaifiaation from operational, data shows
canslderabLe promise for A t v appUcatdon.
This document has been prepared as a part of the FY81 Yield Model
Development Project.
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1.0 INTRODUO?ION
1.1 Aaircu11bmntl Re &smeab
The A flad1m a and Rasotross bWQftW7 Surreys through Asraepaoe
Remote Si Aft (AgWTA RS) program pane► adb fbr a dmatae of sdar radiation
in dent at the arface On obMoa) based an opeestlowl smote data. SudstiOn
sad other quatitin are needed both fbr sm* warming at changes affeating
resoros quality cad fbr can modem pion fbreoasts. To meet requirements„
rm fbr esdastion of insdatlon must be developed and than put into
opsc+atlaaslw0cation fbr um- tsatlrug arar sift agrlau14.ra3 crass of the
woul&
kadlatlan is an AgRISTARS gvontity sore cloody associated witlu Input
to crop yield models (fbr cos modity production fbreomW ttm fbr otim
apps, but the insolatLon also L a ooatributor to the eettmatlon of otbar
qusartltles (eg., son •vintner) that relate to ems► waning of changes of
adodfloanae to sgrtoulbse. Mabel oovenge requimsenta can fbr at Last one
technique that will provide ]vocal estimates of dsBy total inedetlion fbr argr region
of the globe.
Most of the recent eftat to eutrsat infbrsatlaa on insalatlon from
satellite data has oonoecitzstsd on the n-1, sh 11 of r" -11, a semAresecfe of
red'leoted solar radietim obtained fron geosynche=mn nt Uftm& These plattbrus
offer frequent {malt-her) bistwisdiudm nemi resent of solsr ram f dung
to resah the astme. Akhoto it Is ponihls to cope wit the deft tag
probhs ss far r udm p vosa ft of hi*oresoludion digital datap not ail geoglsphioal
areas of lntereet are presently oovav& Data from the operational paLr aftt tng
eateuitas provide an alterative with regular' global. coverage. The key question is
whether or not the irnflequent obw vat ions fro m the polar •a titer wiil adflas fbr a
oat^on of the daily total !notation, which depends aftoony co the
cloadirmw through the oentral mz= hours. Utlltzation of the multlspeobil
ctpabdlitles of the polar arbiters might oompa nits fbr the intrequeaoy of
obsrrvaH at a given ]ovation.
X Is conte m plated that the InKistdon algorithm will httiany be
implemented interaativdy, in ooh with adpolattion estimation teohniques.
Optimum data chersol. 4stica (such as high resolution, or noontime dais) may not
be available. Theretbrr, true sensation technique must be nexibis enough to male
the but use of whatever information is available opens
	 .
1
-^	 1.2 0 kJoUtives
The saJor obJwdve of Oda study has been the developserrt of a
t afadque for estimation of the daily total I salation vaing data aged Oros
operstlional pour a t attng md4Mtes. As a tint phase, an algorithm far the
teotuslique is deedgned an the beets of obasr atLo m at the strlace. Adapted
parse t 1 14, are to be made from operatiand satellite data - - pa sd* thus
multtspeat%l atmospherla sounder data. Altsraatiwljr0 the parameters of the
alga tbs are admated by into wive an yft of routine satellite imagery of
moderate reednt1a4 suppLmecited by 000aedonal eirihoe Infwsatien or products
from the opastiontl satallite samder. 31 Is intended that the derived algorithm be
made aysllabls far routine testjng.
1.3 s
This report includes a very limited disoumiLon of bsdqpvtv4 data
aoaroesp and preliminary analyses in the estahlishment ct the app each. A
diectu
 nod mn of the approach reveals limitatLons that have a bearing on the rsaults
obtained and an the praepects for Att re inpcovemants.
Rest (attar mods tLons) of the regresedm aralpse are sum marized
far each season ftm 21 yon of data over the United States. Tabulattas of the
latont wedgKtlng OOMM W—d enable applioatica at the metod. A brill aamzlt of
independent data teats is given, as well as a d1ma dcn of the feasibility study of
the direst estimation of cloud parameters fts multispectrd inO tied sounder
data.
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` 	 2.0 BACKGROUND
Mrdrods that haw been invoked to p rovide eadmates of the total ineftlio a
an the besis of	 U tiormadna have•eaphesixOd dthe- on empdtioal
apprvaoh era a'.mplffled physical model. Rigmvus
	
w b%nWv ooaputatWrA4
over the aft solar spectrum and indudlng au aids of scattering, arm not
p vdIamble fort dw Futhermam4 all perlinu t optical itlormation
for the ends M ats ompho a end chide at wbdtnsy tines and laoations are not
availahbe in uW one. Thu>, bath eapdrloei mid phydwl models that am applied
wail maim use of pommetars that are Zkdy to be. besed an climatalogloal
b tbrmat3on. Whenever pooMble, however, the dgrdncaft variations of clouds and
water vapor win be depicted an the beels of open etdanl intbrmatkem Claud
props Um and total water vapor, objectively desarlbed, beooas the impoe rt
oomponeats of any teibifta. Remote sen dag data might be used to infer such
props Un of h*Am st indrect2y, or uW be needed to obtain some related
intbrmation direotly (e.N., aloud redeotenoe).
Eardy to sake use of oat hits data in admation at azftoe inealstion
(at. P'titz, et aL l) demacisttsted the rdatiaship between astallits mnrements
and staospheric atteauatlocu. The dgni!loanae of aloud amount hes bean evident in
an dra is (of. Hanson st aL20 4ubm3, mum and Yonder HauA) to establish
pammeterized exprleeiam All results are dependent on the spaoe4me scelse and
solar angles oamtdered and, on the variable at®cepheric a11eruuat3o i they an
linked indirectly to murrios zetleotanoa Not au recent modals use satallite data
but depend rather an oonvectia-al surfs cheer-rations and peraaeterizat 1 (of.
Atwater and Brown ►5, Atwater and Bali6). These studies reveal the impoi tanoe of
chid type intar mation. With adeptatione, aatellits data omM be used for input
intbrmation if Maid types oa d be satlafaataily wed. Another
aumaUd model, Out has bear. applied extuvivel i is that of Laois and H&nM7.
A goJn, for the direct adaptation of satellite data, trsndations to optical
perimeters are neosses►y.
Cu:v& appoadues mast ohatsdalstic of the use of solar ridecstaruoe
meemutemeals from geosynotvvnocs satellites Lv the empirical r*Cvodon Qodal
(Tar'plsy8) and the sdn plif W physbal m oid ((;autier9). Both m elh)ds require
brightness nessurements for both cloudy and daud-A hes baokgra>Ads. The Gautier
model acquires	 of stucsphtic attemstion ooh and aluud
aboorptiau o. whereas the Tarpley model 	 Jaiacrts are be'sed on least*
3
The basic purpose of monitoring e]aid reflectance is to determine the
reduction in insulation. The more ff"mntly this is done, the better will be the
estimate of the daily insulation especially when the obeervatiow are made close to
the central pert of the day.
An alternative to mew renoe is to infer (ltom measurements) the
transmittance of available radiation to the surface. This approach is necessary
when inad i lent daytime reflectance measurements are available, as is the case
for this sbidy. Ultimately, it is necessary to account fix transmittance in any case
when -worldng with one-tided sateiGits measurements of upwa ling redsancx.
(Another alternative is to base the estimate of insulation on a measured response
ot the surface, tbrough its temperatue, but such a program of remote
measurement requires infbrmatio n on cloudiness and surface characteristim as
weIL Furthermore, it is preferable instead to estimate the impact of indation on
the thermal, Pap o rts sL
Previous tecntmkpm have revealed the diffIcultiss both of the statistical
approach to the data and of the digital handling of the satellite data. Some Was in
results is anticipated for estimates of extremes. As far the development of the
application of satellite data, it will require good quality ground truth data of the
insulation at Localities that are representative of areas covered by remote serndng
measurements.
si
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3.0 DATA
3.1 SOLMET Data
SO L M ET, houtU Solar R adiation - Surface Meteorological 0 beervationa,
is an archived dateset, available m magnetic tape produced by the Environmental
Data and Infb-mation Service of the National Climate Center:* SOLMET oombuines
hasty incoming solar radiation data with the caz --ding me:tearolodow
observations over the 38-station N 0 A A Soar Radiation Network into one
compr ve dataset. Two and one-half years of data ftm twenty of the
SOLMET statiorm were used in this analysis. Figure 1 Mastrates theca locations
geographically, while Table 1 provides pertinent station information.
For the insolatton, use was made of the measured and edited global
(total direct and difYlme) solar radiation on a horizontal surface. For the
extraterrestrial radiation, listings of the computed available solar energy received
by a horizontal surface at the top of the atmosphere (based on a solar constant of
1377 J/ m 2 - s), were used. The data are flagged to indicate source, if other than
observed irradiance, or to indicate convedor& The meteorological data used
conmisted of surface pressure and dew point as well as detailed cloud ]Ayer type and
amount information. (Visibdlity 'observatiar were not used in this study). Table 2
sum marizes mast of the S 0 L M E T data actually incorporated into the ana^lyaes.
3.2 Satenite Data
The SOLMET data with the supporting hourly (and 34ar]y) surface
meteor ologieal observations cover only very small portions of the area under
routine sateRite suvefl]ance. Each polar-enter can view almost any area twice a
day (far times for the system pair of operational, polar orbiting satellites). Of
particular interest are the TIROS-N, N 0 A A sews of sate]]ites 11 . The operational
satellites contain two scanning systems with visiWe and inftwed radiometric
measumm eats: (1) the Advanced Very High R evolution Radiometer (A V H R R), and
(2) the High-Resolution Inured Radiometer Sounder (HIRS). The latter scanner is
part of the TIROS Operational Vertical Sander (T 0 VS) system and plays a major
role in the generation of TO VS retrieved products.
The AV  R R data are available in Live different spectral ranges, two of
which are in the shat wavelength region (0.58-0.68 um and 0.725-1.10 um) and
three in the infrared region (3.7 um, 11 um, 12 um). Spatial readbAdon near nadir is
about 1.1 km.  It was intended that daytime shat wavelength A V H R R data
5
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FIGURE 1 NOAA SOLAR RADIATION NETWORK
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TABBLLE_1
SOLMET STATIONS USED IN STUDY
STATION NAME L_AT, LON ELEV
03937 Lake Charles, LA 30.07N 93.13W 19
03945 CdumWa, M0 38.49N 92.13W 277
12839 Miami, FLA 25.49N 80.17W 8
12919 BrownwMA4 TX 25.54N 97.26W 12
13722 Raledgh, NC 35.52N 78.47W 137
13895 Montgomery, ALA 32.18N 86.24W 68
13897 Nashville, TE N N 36.07N 86.41 W 186
13985 Dodge City, RAN 37.46N 99.58W 795
14607 Caribou, ME 46.52N 68.01W 195
14742 Bur3ingtaz, VT 44.28N 73.09W 112
14837 Madisorn, WM 43.08N 89.20W 271
23023 Midland, TX 31.57N 102.11 W 872
24011 Bismarck, ND 46.46N 100.46W 511
24143 Grwt Falls, MON 47.29N 111.22W 1118
26411 Fairbanks, Alaska 64.49N 147.52W 143
93734 Sterling, V A 38-59N 77-28W 87
93805 Tallahassee, FL 30.23N 84.22W 18
93819 IrAHanavdis, IN D 39.44N 86.16W 244
94823 Pittabta-g, PA 40.30N 80.13W 371
94918 Omaha, N EB 41.22N 96.01 W * 404
i
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TABLE
TYPES OF SOLMET DATA USED IN STUDY
WBAN STATION NUMBER
YEA R
MONTH
DAY
SOLAR HOUR
SOLAR MINUTE
EST R A TER R ESTIA L R A DIA TIO N
DIRECT RADIATION & FLAG
INDIRECT RADIATION & FLAG
OBSERVED TOTAL INSOLATION AND FLAG
STATION PRESSURE
STATION DEW POINT
SK Y C 0 N DITIO N (c]ear, seattmred, trooken, overcast, or obscured)
TOTAL SKY COVER
LOWEST CLOUD LAYER AMOUNT AND TYPE*
SECOND CLOUD LAYER AMOUNT AND TYPE*
THIRD CLOUD LAYER AMOUNT AND TYPE*
FOURTH CLOUD LAYER AMOUNT AND TYPE*
TOTAL OPAQUE SKY COVER
---------------- -------
*Given every three hours, based on 16 generic cJmd types or obscuring phenomena.
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at the high resolution would be uesd only as a mean of designing and aheoking
OIC& apeoifioatioas, and may be available a* once per day. For regular analysis
It is m are likely that A V H R R data that am stared at redwed resolutLon (Global
Area C overwge^ with a aubpoint rveduti on of 4 k m far both the htrared and
available vidble data, would be used. The reduced resdlnt3+on4 with arj],y a third of
the arlo-Al soanlines used, consists of 409 spots in each saan]ine. After
identlfiaatL^ of A V H R R pixels within so m e specified grid box, threeholding and a
kistogma analysis could be pertbrmed for cloud amount, brightness, and
tomperature. The data may be analyzed interactively from multi,channetimagery.
HIRS data, with an optimum spatial resolution of about 17.5 km,
represent a potential saa^ce of data for routine analysis of cloudiness within the
general arms of interest. Each scan line contains 56 acarmpots of data for each
ctanneL Every 40th scanline there usually is a Nine data gap for calibration. The
HIRS instrument 3ncLudes 19 infrared radiometric channels spaced from the near~
mitered window region around 3.7 um through the central portion of the 15 um
band of carbon dioxide. A single chart wavelength channel is catered around 0.7
micrometem Thin channel is avatlaMe, under adnaLent au%gbt, as a general
source of br1ghhness data to supplement daytime inferences made from the infrared
data. However, it is likely that AVH R R data would still be required for the initial
development of cloud amount specificatiars. If HIE S and AV H R R data are applied,
say, to a 2.5 x 2.5 degree grid box with a subgrrid of 0.5 degrees (25 subdivisLons),
then several HIRS datapointa can be averaged for each subdivision. Within each
subdivision, it would be poeftle to obtain statistics of AVH R R data (over 150
paints archived at 4-km resolution).
A V H R R and HIRS data available on digital tape include location and
ealtbratS+cn information. However, limb earection algorithms must be applied for
atandardizati on prior to analysis (spectral variations in infrared Slant path
attenuation with zenith angle are thereby accounted far). HIRS data swaths from
a easlve orbits begin to overlap poleward of about 35 degrees latitude.
Equatorward of that latitude it is possible to have data gape to the extent that a
particular spot may not be covered by the orbital swaths for that mode (ascending
or deed on that day. Also, on succea dve days, the satellite subtrack shifts
about 8 degrees of lor4 ttude relative to a fixed equator cavaWng.
9
With an additional reduction in spatial ooverage, standard T 0 V3
products are routinely avaBable fbr specified retrieval boxes. For each box these
products i»alude alaerw oadumn HIR3 radiances, retrieved temperatures and
retMeved mi4ng ratios appmprkite to epecilled presm" leve]s. The total
p wipitable water may be Inferred IN om the mL%ft ratios.
r
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i4.0 APPROACH
4.1 Planned Analyses and Teats
4.1.1 General Conitrokft
The approach adopted far the use of data obtainable operationa>>,y
Aram the polar%
-ortiUM N 0 A A astellites has evolved on the premise that the
prefbrred eve high-reaolution visible renactance data will not be available at
optimum times during the day. This limitation of the available polaruarbiter data
does not alter the mayor objective of any sucosed nl approach, namely, to account
for the impact of cloud attenuation on the daily insolaticn. Toward that and it is
most desirable to deal with a phyaieal model that accounts for the radiative
processes. A rigarous n$diative tsarmfer treatment would not be acceptable on
operational grounds, both from the point of view of available information and
computational demands. Greatly aimpUfW physical models can be introduced as
long as adequate perame1 -rizati= are incorporated. Components of the model
should be "observable" Aram the satellite platform. However, when r aDectanoss
themselves are not Incorporated in the model, then the link between the remote-
sensdng data and the total transmittance of solar radiation to the lower boundary
surface must be achieved indirectly ttnrvugh more parameterization.
4.1.2 Roca Analysis. Dependent Data
The difficulty of aatisfgetori>,y acoonunting for atmospheric
transmittance Aro m m easuQe m ents dictated the initiation of a regression
approach, using actual observation near the arfaoe. Initially, the independent
variables in the regression approach are selected Aram surface data, but are chosen
to represent information that can be inferred Aram polar-orbiting satellite data.
The regression exprea dff4 an the other hand, is aelected so as to represent (in a
very generalized way) the physical processes. Success or failure of the regression
approach
 depends on the suitability of the available data and on the anitabdlity of
the physical ropresentativeness of the regression expreadon.
During the design stage of the regresadm analysis (with dependent
data) obeerovautIMAJO of total daily hunlation, along with oo m puted ineolation Irici dent
on a horizontal surface at the top of the atmosphere, are used to desrlbe the
dependent variable. Cloud observation (amount and type) and artAoe dew paint
temperatures are used to describe independent variables indicative of
11	 _
ttimmittarm through dourly and aloud-il" atmospheres (with vaciablo water
vapor). Experfanoe with these data types also providas the information needed far
improving the model or fbr altering the dataset when poesibl& The program starts
with examination of homy► data, sine both the dependent and indeperndent data
mimes are avalLtble at that ftWmvy. Anslyeds of hourly data also makes it
easier to risers the role of changes in the solar zenith angle. Next, the total daily
InsWation is examined in relation to speoiiia ha 4y sox^m of Indi o e -FAdsnt data,
since the data Will be aoquirsd orily at several spec Ma hours (from polar-a Citing
aatextes).
4.1.3 kaspe ndeat Data Testa
Owe the regreesim analyses with the dependent data are
eetablirtnad, expreeadorm must be tested. One type of test is to make use of the
SOLMET data themselves for periods not previoudly bxh3ded in the design analysts
with dependent data. For that program, tvo months at data during the
significant sprang period were reserved fbr testing.
After progressing to the stage of irnoarpaeatLan
 Of operatLornal
satellite data as the souse of frAependent data, the first teats are in terms of an
Interactive analysis of simple satellite imagery, pct. m arlly from single eharxiel
infrared radio m etrie m eaeure m ento, as supplemented du&4 the day by visible
ref LOctanoe m eamzv m ents. These m eesure m onto am typical of operst,Lonal
aoarnrners aboard the palar+ .atftIrng satellites, although the high reeohution searxnars
on the most recent pd ar% arftters are not limited to a single visible and a aims
infrared channel. Nevertheless, to simulate polar-arbiter ooverage, sat Ulte
images were selftbed from !lull-dlae infhued GOES data, along with oocasdonal
visible imagery, to represent imagery that might be available to the operational
analyst fbr interactive scrutiny. Generally, only three images were selected to
rep meernt the early mart**-esriy evening proses and the mid-attemm pause of the
N 0 A A series polar orbite rs. For this test, aloud param stem had to be estimated
for bail areas i m m edistely around specific pyrano m eter stations, w hi]e the
madsbie parameter was estimated from N M C hemisphWx (64%x r) reports on
a xthoe charts.
In addition to the interactive test of the method by using satellite
imagery, the operational sounder data are examined as the source far estimating
aloud perimeters as input to the irnaclation model. In particular, seven of the
a
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inftwod HIR3 teals were introduced into a multiolLe discriminant analyads
ba m designed to estimate cloud type. The cloud type is used to specify the
cloud Vansmittarae. (When ready fbr opeYatic al appltoati, the aloud
speaiticatdon and the p wipdLble water derived floss the amider data may be
tested in the regression expression). The organization of the analysis prooeduns is
outlined in Figum 2.
4.2 Agod
42.1 lack Expression
On phystoal founds it was desired to motel a Linear expression
since multiple linear rearesedan was to be use%: to define the algorithm. At any
given time the total dire soar radi stion Fs incident at the sur t aos
can be sxpr+med in terms of solar flux Fo incident on a horizontal strftoe at the
top of the atmosphere and an "equivalent" total flux tretamIttance through the
cloud-fine or cloudy atmosphere. Independent variables are introduced ttraugh the
bummittance, but precaution is taken to avoid an excess of variables that are not
independent of each otter. If Ta represents cloud-tree atmopdmIa bmwmitt enae
and Tc represents the cloudy atmospheric transmittance, then
Fs a Fo T. T . a Io (R/R)2 cos Z Ta Tc	 (1)
where Ic is the solar oonstant (1377 ,joules m-2 s' 1 ), I is the mean earth-sun
diatoms, and Z is the solar zenith angle. The indicated ocs Z accounts only for the
horizontal surthce at the top of the atmopehers; slant paths involving the solar
zenith angle are implicit in the ftwumittanoe expressio». Each of the
transmittance terms could be fhctcred further to separste, say, molecular
scattering or absorption f1v m aerosol scattering or absorption.
One method for retaining an expression for linear regression with
terms that can be associated with physical processes is to corneider the negative of
the naturallogarithm of Eq. (1)
-In (FWFo) a -In( mot- ln( TO)	 (2)
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r` Thuat by dealing with the log of the total ttrsnittance (FSMO  a linser expvWw
results in terms of the kWulthms of individual atmosphseic bu mmittenoe terms.
To the axtu* that the iraummittaaoe terms am be represented by uponent! the
r1$ht4uM side of Eq. (2) z%vvwdx the optdad t rAdb amm.
4.2.2 Varlablss and Parameta ftstions
Ga Molecular Atmapbom To associate the ikon with the
reou don ooh the oloud4h* h nsmittence 'ca may be app udmated by
the product of two expanartlals e'b
 and a a1 U . The path langtih U is posbslated as
a in dent path through the total atmosphale pncdpitabls water, as
ad mated  from the mfaoe vapor prammure eW
U s (bo + b 1 es)(P&t r) M	 (3)
where the oonstant s bo and b 1 are c.- mdgned for an average representation cf the
total precipitable water (of. Smith 12) but oould be expanded to allow for MMOnal
]atlbdinal vartatione in the relationebip to the ar1hoe dew paint or, in thia asset
the vapor premzle. The ratio of arhoe pressure to a referenoe preesure, as a
scaling fator, affeadvely aaoounta as weil far large chsnges due to stag
elevation. The slant path m agnifioat ion factor M r eplaoes the sec Z so as to avoid
problems with the plane-parallel assumption at very low scan angles. FalloVing
R oga % the relationdAp is expressed as
M s k r(k2 - 1) 0062 Z + 13 -4
	 (4)
with k 2 35•
(b) Clouds: In order to maintain a simple initial cloud
Q]aeedtl,oaticc, each of the strfue observat !,ons of claidinaem is placed into one of
seven total categaUe: CLEAR, HIGH, MID, F 0 G, L 0 W, MIXED and THICK. The
oatsgorlaal ranking is in terms of an assumed increasing atlamtion (decreasing
aloud b aemittanoe). The MID ategory aoCnally incLudae hio cloud also, if they
are present with the middle clouds. The initial clasddfloation of FOG or
0 BSC U R A TIO N, LOW  and MIXED ware subeequtly altered on the bests of
bwam ittanose inferred from the SO L M E T data and the irdtima repvm dcn model.
The MIXED category initially included FOG  or LOW  CLOUDS with MID and/or
15
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HIGH Cloud& sat of the MIX20 clouds were r"Uni ed aooae411tug
to the dominant layer detorsUft the aloud odit (fts Wow X with a al*sv* ant
inavin in the Us sailbarae fbr ftw resatft MIXED oaxegoty. Alw^ in the
THICK category (dnobmft niaboettsba and cumu1ndabue), the ousuladabus
oabeEaey was redandfled as low fbr soatferud asountr, oasts their elricbe may
haw been minimal. over the obserrieg station. Obsasr Ara oondii aw were added
to the THIC' adWy, whamm LOW aubsequeni2y was separated left oumubs
(CU) and s"dfbrm ($T).
To oastder the cloudy tnmait um in son detail, the
irAdat bn may be desmUed by
Fa s FO [P-C ) Ts + C 'aa"403	 (5)
where C is the doud amount and y is the cloud tmnsmittaeos. For uas with
SOLMET data the cloud amount is dewrlbed as the observed opaque aloud amount
plus an addtionsl 35 percent of the dLftNrvno* between the total aloud amount and
On opaque amount. The tr miiitance Tie ouEdde the Alc ud dif om somewhat from
the aloud-Tee Umsmittence T &, latgdy as a result of soabter3ng. However, the
difference can be absorbed as a factor of y , perhaps by letting 10 beats*
Then Eq. (5) beoo m es
Fs(Fo : -ra [1- C0 - Of e)3	 (6)
The hscket term, raised to some power (close to unity) to acoomodats the
appmAmaticxu and as a oonvenierae for regreeed=4 defuses tbo cloudy
transmit Lance '% and
Foo s Ti acs a[1-CC -`'*)]a2	 (7)
The aasused form far 41Is a linear Amotion of the ooedne of the solar zoo ft angle
with a transmittance fhotor, Y , to uipreerYt the transmittance fbr a particular
aloud type at a patticul r star zenith angle
On Y ((io + dl cos Z)	 (8)
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Aatualty, the overOt Mprsssrrtation of the total bseasmittaws over a ik*A time
pssiod need not neoesesrI y be rmb*rted to a admpl. cloud "type" with a given
amount, as implied by Eq. (7^ ]fix fact, tho cloudy tninsmit►tanoe term oovld be a
profsot term of sort than one type. Neveetbelees, for this slaidy it is amramed
that the cloud alamsitioation and the tra waittar oe r alation dp can be applied to a
time period of hour. ThwWbre, the cos Z that appms in the model d
=pr odoas is ocaddered to be rrprsssrited by the avera p cos Z for the Swan hour.
(o) Daily Aveagm When ooneddesing the total d&Uy 3nsclaiion4
It becomes necessary to ooridder the average daily ocs Z. which can be exprrmsed
In terms of the half-day har an& H as
Ms'^ = sin 0 do 6 + 0=0 oom a stn HRH 	 (9)
where 0 is the latitude and the declInatim (The angular velocity of the earth ( 0 _
dh/dt = 2 red dey'1 ). The maximum solar zerAth angle is given by the diffamsoe OF
- 6), whereas the hour angle to wittier sari in or angst is given by cos H = -tea p
tan 6 . If, during the evaluation of Eq. (7) over a period of a day, the numerator
and denominator of the ls!t-hand aide am sum mod or integrated sepantely, theirs a
remttiation is implicitly
 imposed on the average daily txrar smittarsoe
to the observed-computed ]hand aide. Its particular
SFe dt /S Fo dt = a To
where	 la c =5 Ta To Fo dt / ! FO dt
_ = +AtT T ^ Z dt
et	 a o
katead of Introducing the weighting factor Indicated In Eq. ( 10) asch of the
avenged transmittances was approximated by amdgnment of a daily avenge cos Z
In place of the ooe Z indicated in their dedU t eno (Eqs. 4 and 8).
(10)
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4.2.3 Recession Codndents and Weighting Factors
With the parametarizatLow described, the regression expr+mwton
for any hour becomes
-In (Fs/Fo) = ao + al U - a2 in Tc	 01)
whereas for the daily total
A
-in (Fg/Fo) = ao + al U - a2 In TC	 (12)
where the caret indicates that the daily average cosZ has been used instead of the
ir^tantaneous cas Z. In terms of the desired insulation itself, the hourly or daily
insolatioon
Fs = Fo exp { - (ao + al U - a2 In TC) r	 (13)
where the coefficients have been determined by linear regression in terms of In
(Fs(FO).
When observations from several different hours (ki) are to be
combined in a single estimate of the daily total insulation, then additional
regressLon coefrIcients are introduced in the analysis for each direct transmittance
In (Fs(Fo) = ao + a t U + a2 In o (k 1 ) +
a3 In
	 (k2) + aq In TC (k3)	 (14)
where only a single ave.-age U term is used fcr the day, but separate terms are
maintained for the cloud transmittances because it is not likely that they should all
be weighted equally.. Proper relative weighting is handled by the regression
coefl:Icients.
An alternative procedure to that represented by Eq. (14) for
P, ecifted hours is to form a weighted average of separate daily insulation
estimates (one for each observation time) based on information obtained at
different hours, characterized by polar,- r ter overpasses. If Fs(k 1) represents the
esti mated daily insulation based on data for the hour k 1,
18
Fs(kl) = Fo exp -{ao + al U(kl) - a2 In i(k1)
Then the final daffy estimate might be based as three separate initial estimates
Fs W 1 Fs(kl) + W 2 Fs(k2) + W 3 Fs(k3)	 (15)
1 + 2 + W3
where the W% represent wed	 fgetom Mote generally, if E Is used to define
the estimated deMy insolatIon and the 9* ript k identities predictor hour,
N
Ex E (Wk Ek)/E Wk	 (16)
1r=1
where the sum mation is over the number N of daily estimates based on Individual
harly data. The weighting factor Wk will increase to a maximum far the hoer
with the daily maximum oad m of the solar zenith angle, ow Z M g. This also
repr'eoeats the time with the maximum ocrrelatim between the estimated Ek and
the observed Fs, at ' ]east far the dependent data used In the regreeedon analysis.
j Therefore, as a fh-st approximation it is possible to use the correlation coeffiderts
derived ffrom the regresddon analysis as the weighting factor. However, the general
form that was adopted is expresmd in terms of the solar zenith angle for that hour,
cos Zk, as well as the maximum solar zenith angle
Wk=A cosZM%+caoZk
	 (17)
where the constant A generally exceeds unity.
19	 _.
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5.0 RESULTS
5.1 Observed Hoigj Dai'lv?nsalation Carx&tions
The SOLMET data Mae, with hourly ineolation obeervadans, are ideal
for the determination of the correlation between an hourly total and the total daily
inaolation, the variable of mast interest. Such oarelatio , apart from the obvious
contribution arising from the fact that the hourly teal is also part of the daily
total, are especially Informative about the relative of observation
times to be used in the daily estimation. Only fu'ily sunlit hours are included in the
carrelatiorm, which have been determined from data far 20 Wrert stations
during each seasonal period. Biased cloud dLsb#butiorns are about the only factor
that could result in an asymmetry of the irbalation distribution relative to solar
noon. A31 of the results are sum marized in Figure 3. Some slight skewness toward
the afte moon hours is apparent. 0therwi-mN the correlation cusves are quite
predictable, with the most peaked distribution far the shorter whiter days.
It is apparent that an observation near solar moon eansies the most
Information about the daily total. Obviously, a sateMe observation near noon or
early afternoon is most usd%AL A number of hours close to noon, say within three
hours, also are highly correlated with the daily total. The correlation drops off
near sunrise and sunset, even if only full stx t ho ps are considered.
Any individual station skewness in distribution is masked in Figure 3
because each curve is based on data from 20 scattered stature. Seasonal
variability in distMbution appears largest in the afternoon. The earrelations in
Figure 3 may be interpreted as limiting conditions far estimation since they
represent what would result if perfect hourly estimates were available (for any
hour). To a first approximation, the square of the correlations near sunrise and
sunset also suggest the magnitude of the explained variance that might be
associated with some sd M Thus, as will be seen later, regression results near
midnight are associated with reduced explained variance that show little value
relative to the estimation of total daily irsolation.
5.2 Preliminary Computations
5.2.1 Hourly-Hourly Regressions
Regression coefficients can be established between hourly
irsnlation and hourly estimates based on cloud and water vapor slant path
20
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TABLE
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR PRELIMINARY
HOURLY INSOLATION ESTIMATES
(Standard ma in p
	 heeee)
INTERCEPT (ao)
.1765 (.0321)
.1059 (.0256)
.1856 (.0283)
.1278 (.0242)
STATER VAPOR
COEFFICIENTS (a1)
.0311 (.0051)
.0365 (.0032)
.0272 (.0030)
.0278 (.0016)
CLOUD TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS (a2)
12774 (.0338)
.9771 (.0319)
1.1240 (.0317)
.8866 (.0251)
---------------------
1: Bismarck, Dodge City, Madison
A = APR, MAY B = JUL, AUG
2: Montgomery, Lake C hwlsi , NaehvMs
A = APR, MAY B = JUL, AUG
psmmetem Figure 4 Illustrates the initial aeta of reaulta 14 derived from two
separate groups of 3 stations each during spring and sum mar months. (Group 1:
Bismarck, Dodge City, Madison; Group 2: Montgomery, take Char +Les, NashvMe).
It Is apparent from these remits (obtained without any fine to rdng of initial
pram. @ter* that theca is little geographical dependence, but seasonal difteranoes
do appear. Table 3 shows the oorrespanding regression ooeffIcier- i  and their
standard errors. All of the coefficients are slgnMoant; magnitudes are
representative of those for other teats. Cow for the cloudy
transmittances, as wen as intercepts, are larger in the spring than the sum mer. It
was anticipated that the cloudy atmosphere transmittance snts would be
close to unity.
The rem ,' in Figure 4 show that the sum mar estimates and
observations are somewhat better correlated, with Leas bias, than in spring. The
bdas in the spring data shows overestimates for lowest magnitudes and
underestimates for higher magnitudes. Part of the Mum to sucaesetully estimate
the extre m es results m erely fro m the statisdcal nature of the So m e
of the low-magnitude overestimation also could result from underestimates of
^ L cloud absorption in certain: clouds, whereas in other circumstances the cloud
transmittance is underestimated. Improper of the physical processes
affecting the ling regressdm model are likely soirees of nonUnearit)r. 0n. the
other hand, even with the proper regression expression in handling the logarithm of
the insulation, some distortion is introduced in the average of the Insalation
estimates that are based cn the least.-equares 	 11 m fcr the logarithm of
insulation.
5.2.2 Hourly-Daily Estimates
If hourly estimates of insulation are obtained throughout the day,
they may be summed to provide estimates of the dairy total insolatLon. Figure 5
presents such sample results for one group of statues shown in Figure 4, for both
spring and summer. Presumably, such estimates are superior to those daily
estimates that do not include estimates for every hour. As can be seen in Figure 59
glare are far fewer paints (orl~y one per day) than in hourly4muriy oomparisor:a.
Fucthermc e, the averaging over the day results in a degradation of signiftconee of
the U coefficient, which is dependent an the diurnal variations in the slant path
(the average daffy zenith angle does not vary within the da'A sa m ple).
As before, the spring estimates are somewhat more bland then the summer
estimates.
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If estimates are not available for each hour, so that the hourly
estimates can be summed to obtain the daily total, the cloud and m cdabae
observations at any hour can be used to estimate the total daily ineolation on the
basin of hourly-daily regression (see Eq. 12). Or, if suitable weighting eoelTicienta
were available, individual hourly estimates could be weighted to provide a daily
estimate (see Eq. 16). Another means for obtaining daily estimates !from hourr y
data is to use regression oceifMcients that have been designed to link parameters
Aram two or more specMc hours directly to the daily itmolation (see Eq. 14). For
the lust test of this latter procedure, water vapor and cloud parameters for 0730
and 1500, approximating N 0 A A-6 and TIROS-N daytime passes, were used to
specify the daily insolation. Regression co-a -- - nta for the cloud transmittance
terms are dominant but smaller than those associated with a singls hour. Read!ts
of the preliminary computations cor responding to the data in Figure 5 are
illustrated in Figure 6. Despite a slight reduction in the co r elation and the slight
Increase, in residual differences the overall dislrlbutions of estimates and
observations are similar to those for the hourly summations. This result was
encouraging, since the polar a biters do not provide the Avquency of observation or
the optimum times of observation that are included in hourly sum matione.
However, it does appear that the bias in spring is more pronounced than far the
hourly sum mati=4 although some overestimates of the daily inaalation aura now
made at the high-magnitude and of the range.
5.2.3 A oparent SensiUvities
The preliminary computations indicated that the regression
analysis approach was feasible, but that improvements in parameterization would
be worthwhile. Regression mitts for the precipitabde water term appear to
be slgniflcant only when sigrAfteant variations in the average cosine of the solar
zenith angle occur. Surface dewpcdnt probably is as adequate estimator of
effective water vapor path. Clouds domimte the results (also related indirectly to
arfaee dew point) and their parameterization is the most logical area for
im prove m ant.
Initial co m putatiors for selected U.S. stations east of 105W
longitude and between 30N and 47N latitude failed to show any pronounced
latitudinal or regional influence on the regression coefficients. On the othertAnd,
seasonal variations appear to be sign0=4 both in terms of the magnitudes of the
26	 -
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ooetflaients and the Jadnt dieUtbutioa of estimations and obeervatiorm.
The distributions show some bias In the estimates, especially with departure from
local noon.
The queatlon of the dependency of re wAs on Individual statue
was checked Archer by computing repw don ooefncients separately for each of 20
stations, and coefncients also fbr all 20 statiooe combined. Table 4 sum marizee
the most important regression eoef&dsnt (for the load trarmmittanee term) fbr
the moat dgrdfUant hour, 1200-1300 ]opal time, appropriate to two 4-month
periods, A pr1>rM ay-0 etober-N ove m bar and June-July-August-Septe m bar. The
average ooetf aU t is largest in the spring fall period. Only two of the stalUm
show ano m alim of twenty percent cr more In the same sense for both seariora.
Fairbanks has low coefficients and Sterling ahowe anomaloaaty high eoefl'^ents.
5.3 M odifieatiOne
5.3.1 R e pyssi+on Expreaedon
With the dataset expanded to 20 stations and SOL MET data over a
21 year period, cheeks were made on any improved correlation between estimation
and observation as a reoult of alterations in the regresadon expreeeion. So m e
(	 im prove m ent was found by the ad m pie intr, hx ia: of the cloud amount C as a
factor in the logarithmic expression (Eq. 12):
do (Fs(Fo) = ao + a1 U + a2 C (-1n 4^)	 (18)
Eq. (18) was used in all subsequent regression analysee. The improvement, while
not explained an phyadcal grounds, may have been related to the nonho m ogeraeity of
cloud eons (La., departure flrom an idealized anngle cloud ever).
The terms with oarets in Eq. (18) indicate that a adngla average
eoedne of the solar,
 zenith angle is used to deem-M* the path for the daily estimate.
A eo m parlson of results using aceZ, the daily average cosine, or eoe Z M g, the
maximum cosine, showed very little difference in nwilts. Consequently, most of
the final, regressions that were performed used oom Z M g instead of ors Z. This
change -is Mined in part by Eq. (10).
The impact of rota oducing cloud amount C in the last term of Eq.
(18) is ilha'trated in Figure 7, which shows the distributes far estimates and
observations both without ft(a j and with(M) the factor C. Only the results from
27
TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF DOMINANT INSOLATION-ESTIMATION REGREMON
COEFFICIENT COMPUTED FOR INDIVIDUAL STATIONS AT
1200-1300 LOCAL TIME
CLOUD TRANSMITTANCE
REGRZ=ON COEFFICIENT
STATION SPRING/FALL SUMMER
Lake Chwem 1.020 0.746
Caluxbda 1456 0.804
Miaai 0.992 0.626
Browrxville 0.800 0.694
R al igh 1.174 0.680
Moaipmery 1.080 0.586
NaabvMe 1.119 0.812
Dodge City 1.013 0.802
Caribou 0.873 1.074
Bm%ngton 1.064 1.017
Madison 1.035 0.949
Midland 1.067 0.963
Biamarak 0.804 0.888
Great Falls 0.865 0.960
Fairbanks 0.499 0.629
Ste sm 1.;:10 1.088
Tallabu mee 0.306 0.598
Indianapolis 1.154 0.809
Pittsburg 1.057 0.818
JOINT COEFFICIENT 1.000 0.836
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the 6-staftcn datant for su,.^ ast' are shown. The oornlatian coNrimant for thlis
ors is inaressed f s 88 to 92 -,%Lwjt.
5.3.2 C&A Trans®ktance Pammebvization
For the sw haat (prelisira7) oomputatim with a small datrrst,
mpoolm computations in aooardanoe with Eq. (12) and a Sivas set of aloud
astagorlas, each with a Siven Y ftr computing the tru mitxanoe f o Sq. (8) with
do and d1 set at 0.6 and 0.7, reppeotivelp
i► s Y (0.6 cos Z + 0.7) .
The dmiae of do and d1 requires that Y is the tmoulthum for am Z : 0.5.
kttalky adq*,%d values of Y are indicated in the first 11E of Y 's in Table 5.
After the pralis1nar7 oospAaticas with 0w irftial laud
oategorles and Y 's, the setisates of insalatiors were examined by aloud oategary.
On the basis at the bias, if argt, observed in as& aategmy the Y b were alt^ird
acoor+dinglsr _ However the awAb nos do and dl (Eq. 8) also were altered so se to
detlne Y as the cloud ttenes3tx me far an overhead ow (cos Z s 1.0). Tha t the
second set of transmittances that appear in Tatds 5 were altered both to
compensate for observed Waste and to normalize to an ovariueed am. This scold
at at txegasmittanoes Wong with y : Y (0.7 cos Z + 0.3)) was used tar .the
intacaative data tests, u ft satellite imagery for loud parameter speai!lcaticn.
Computations with the second set of cloud transmlttanose wets
separated lift three oategaeiesc CLEAR (A0.1 clard a m cunt), CLOUDY  (20.9 aloud
amount), and the REMAINDER. Mast of the data fall in the latter category.
Regnsdon results for the latter categary were stailar to those obtained
previoutdy. R egresdcn anslysss fir the CLOUDY oateScr7 w ers autV idng iu +:hat
the explained varWm was vary low. As a result of the rdadvely poor fob of
fang the CLOUDY cases, alteretiars ware am** far improvement of the
parametarizatdon. To obtain a beads ffor a mod t ed pommet lantlon, the
regresdan oo&*M-rut- and the observatlats were inbvduoed into the ragra don
upreedon. SabAlon for the Y 'n was aid by invoKing the ragradcn
expreeedort. At the same time, arfhoe reparts were :used to divide the LOW clauf
categary into abmt1form and aumultform. Much of the MIXED cloud category was
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placed either Into one of the L 0 W categories or the MID category, a000ding to the
observed ceiling. The rrsdeflined y b that appear as the final listt in Table 5 were
based only m a dag]e oomph step rather than an interactive procedure.
They repreeeaot effective emphioal transmittances, dependent on the axthce
obeervatic^r^s, 1,aat were designed to ylcld improved estimates of daily irmolation
from the model mod.
Figure 8 ilLustrates several of the effective cloud trammittances
(total direct and diffuse) as a runctica of the cosine of the solar zenith angle. For
comparison, some of the theoretical computations by Li,ou 1 5 are included in Figure
8. The large disorapane X"etween transmittances far the cumulus category results
to some extent from th:: fact that the oWecvatioas are available only for partial
cloud covers and 'no] , erhanoed steering from cloud walls.
In addition to the changes in cloud eategaries, some of the
trammittanees were increased by a sit amount. An objective analysis of
the manner in which all of the maid categories would be identified in the sat Wte
data was not completed. N evertheb ss, the impact of revised cloud categories of
t	 the SOL MET data was to improve the ineolatlon estimates.
5.3.3 Final Adimtment
Inasmuch as the regression cienta were determined in a
lea,9t squares procedu re applied . to the Logarithm of the insdation, it was
c:on:ddered likely that a statistical bias could result in average underestimates of
the Insdation itself (when applying the A possible method to avcdd
such blaze is to apply a noolinear least squares regcredon analysis directly to the
insulation farm of the equation (see Eq. 13), In which the coefficients all appear
wMA','n the argument of an exponential term. In this approach the attempt is to
obtain coefficients that minimize the residual Insolation standard deviation.
Figure 9A shows the muffing distribution of estimated and observed daily
kAdation based on nonlinear regredon with data for the best local hour, 1200-
1300. For oomparlson, Figure 9B shows the &4rlbution for estimates derived after
the usual linear r Wmdon on the to m of the imolation. It appears that the
nonlinear technique did not result in a superior estimate (slightly worse in this
case). Thus it Is likely that any residual estimation bias, if not from phydeally
inadequate parameterization, might arise from the statistical association of data
for any one hour with that for the entire day. For example, if three separate hours
are involved in separate estimations of the daily irncalation and all show cloudy
32	 "
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* w= 0.6 + 0.7
**ty =0.7 +0.3
INITIAL* SECOND" FINAL**
CATEGORY DESCRIPTOR DESCRIPTOR
1 CLEAR 1.00 .98 CLEAR .99
2 HIG H .66 -.80 HIG H .75
3 MID w/wo HIGH .50 .63 CU .70
4 FOG; OBSCURATION .40 .50 MIXED .65
5 LOW .33 .40 MID w/wo HIGH .60
z	 6 MIXED .22 .35 ST .48
7 THICK .11 .22 THICK .30
36
aonditione, the each estimate will be dightly biased because each regc^easton w131
Include clear data far other hounm rather than ommidetng the sp mMc jodnt
obeervation at the other two estimation hours. If treated atmultaneoudy In a joint
regression, the fact that all three hours were cloudy would Indicate a much befter
chance for the entire day being cloudy and would result In lower magnitude than
far the individual ha-V4 treatments. Similarly, the single equation might give
higher magaUndas for clear airy conditions than does the weighted sum of Individual
estimations. These posdbdiities suggest that the weighting &ctcrs to be applied to
individual hourly estimates of daily insc]atdon should take into account the known
prevailing sky conditions at all (three) times of daily estimation.
If residual estimation bias Is sufficiently large, it can be removed by
an approximate correction applied directly to the estimate far a given hour. This
can be accomplished in the fd1owing manner where Ek is the anginal estimate and
Ek' is the revised estimate:
Ek'=co+c 1 Ek+c2Ek2 +---	 (19)
In effect, only a slight linear rotation may be required. The
coefficients In (19) are determined by specifying values of Ek' from the observed Fs
In the dependent datasets. Subsequently, the revised estimates of Fs, through Ek',
can be applied to the estimates that are obtained for the weighted combination of
data from three different houmL Alternatively, Eq. (19) could be applied directly
to a weighted estimate of the daily insulation.
TABLE 5
INITIAL AND REVISED CLOUD CATEGORIES
AND TRANSMITTANCE FACTORS
5.4 ftowtive Teets From Satellite Photographs
To conduct a limited "opeetitlaul" test of the technique fbr estimating
total daily insolatidon, hPM copy p t td of rinbleted satellite imagery were supplied
to the interactive analyst. Prints were gerbnally► availabls at resalutixxv of about
8km or lower, with three to four intiured images consddered acceptable and with
only a single visible print allowed in the test. Use of the low reeodution Single-
channel G 0 ES inhered data was expected to yield estimates inferior to those
determined Prom SOLMET data. Nevertheless, the tests the overall
adequacy of the approach. Of course, when the model with the SOLMET data was
farmWated, it was not geared to the intemedve analyst wo idng with data at
" relatively low resolution. Independent data for testing the daily insulation
estimatim technique were acquired for a spAng period (15 April to 15 May 1979)
and a summer period (August,1979). Ten SOLMET stations were used, distributed
in high plain (Midland, Dodge City), the prairie (BiamaA40maha, Columbia), the
saitheast (Nashville, M outgo m ery, Raleigh) and the Ohio Valley (Indianapc]is,
Pittsburg). For each station on each day, observations of cloud amount and type
were made from GOES fuB-disk IR imagery at times approximating those of the
two polar orbiting satellites (3 a.m., 7 a.m., 3 p. m ., 7 p.m.). One early afternoon
visible image was used as welL In addition, dewpoints were recorded from
hemisphere su^face maps far each observation time, far use in the preeipitahle
water term.
5.4.1 Spring Testa
SOLMET insulation data were only available for 196 of the 300
"station-days" for which data were collected. Three of the four obsecvatlon times
were used (early a. m ., late p.m. and evenUMO. U iiac-h '_+P '.,ne three observation was
applied to the particular predictive equation corresponding to the time of the
observation. This yielded three Wfeing predictions* of the daily total insalatlon.
The three vaUes were combined into a single estimate through weighting
*Implicit in the development of each estimation equation is the tacit assumption
that conditions observed at that hour will prevail throughout the day. A daily
average of the cosine of the solar zenith angle is included in the parameterization.
R egresadon remrlts appear to be relatively insensitive to changes in the effective
solar zenith angle included.
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tmohrftm (the sum of the p *Moto of estimates and wed"ng factors divided by
the sum of the wedgy factars). The weighting proosdure emphasises the values
c=losest to noon, the best time fbr estimates ct daisy touts. One t ohr que used the
oortelation ooefdoiantsp associated with the appropriate homy equetfocna p mducad
in the develop m einital stage, as the wedghts. A seoond technique m oMW each of
these W gkrta by multiplioatiaa with the additional, factor [1 + (008 Zoos Z M Z)]
where the cosine of the solar zenith angle, oas Z. ra"Ism to the average for the
pact o-War hour whereas coo Z M g refers to the solar noon vabxL
As an additional feet, use was made of a single prediRative
equation with regression coefhd band on the incorporation of all three
observations at the three different times in one regression expression. oft one
estimate of the daily total insodatd+oci is obtained, and no weighting is involved in
this technique.
5.4.2 Sum mer Tests
The summer testa were ooraiucted in the same manner as the
spring teats, and with about the same ratio of actual data matches to the total
numbers of estimates (198 to 310 station days for summer). In addition to the
three weighting methods (combining daily wdmates flrom three separate
observation times, and the single predictive equation), a third weighting method
was introduced for the sum mer tests. This last weighting: method was intended to
be Ave of the apecific regression results and thus did not involve the correlation
coefnaLsints. It did irxhkde the cosine of the maximum aalar zedth angle (a
function of latitude and declination) and the oo dne of the aolar zenith angle for the
hour of estimation. Therefore, the non-oomilative weighting method employed the
weighting factor
[1.1 cos Z M g +008 Zi
In this expression the cosine of the solar zenith angle could be allowed to become
negative, since the codric rent of cos Z M g would prevent the total weighting
factor from becoming negative.
During the interactive analysis for the summer season it was
posstbd,e to introduce significant errors in transition ftom a satellite image to a
representative parameterization of cloudiness at a local paint. Most, of the think
CIOafiness was of the convective type with ooneiderable variation ove r short
distances. This may have cantdbuted to some degradation In quality of the
sum mar results as co m pared to those of aping.
5.4.3 Results From Interactive Tomb
Table 6 sum marizes the spring and sum mar test results obtained
with the diflerant weighting methods. In both teat the thz reo-equation (individwl
h= y regamdons) modima with weighting of each daily estimate performed better
than the single equation m odel (Angle reg ression far oo m b ination of hours), at least
In terms of caralation and the standard deviation of the readdual. The beat ream
In both tests stoma from the modified correlation weighting procedure, but a test
with the r rr<arra]ative weighting showed about the same reaulkA
Table 6
RESULTS FROM INTERACTIVE TEST WITH SATELLITE IMAGERY
WEIGHTING METHOD
CORRELATION
Estimated-Observed
sprku	 Sum mer
R A TIO s R eaddual R MS
To Observed Mean
Spring Sum mar
TEST 1 (Corry ation weighting)	 0.903	 0.819	 0.191	 0.184
TEST 2 (Mod fled correlation weighty	 0.904	 0.836
	
0.185	 0.178
TEST 3 (Single pr3dicttve equation)	 o.888	 0.794	 0.239
	
0.184
TEST 4 (Non-oorrelat3ve weighting) 	 0.831	 ----	 0.179
In general, it was anticipated that clear-day irvo:ation would be
underestimated somewhat, while cloudy-day insdation would be overestimated.
For the interactive tests, the second or intermediate set of cloud categories and
transmittance facrtare was used (see Takla 5). Some difneulty was expected with
an interactive "estimate" of cloud amounts such estimates usually involve a
regional averaging because of the im practicality of pinpointing a useful local cloud
amount ftm a llrl]. disk-image. With the imagery available, cloud amount was
specified only to the nearest quarter of the sky. Nevertheless, even though
optimum data were not used and not a11 of the recent model improvements were
included, the summary in Tattle 6 indicates that the interactive teat were quite
sueoeadVL
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Figure 10 illustrates results fbr the sprng test and Figure 11
shows the gum mer rrsults. AlUm gh the spring rwults show much lass bias then
those of the sum mar teal,, and stow higtaer comilst iak the ratio cF the error to the
observed man is actually ai bit smaller fbr the six mar test. With the higher
sum martime mean this is so de*dts the mare obvious bias in the sum mar results
(somewhat mu m, at e! by the somlem). Figure 12 shows another, estimate for the
sum mar tenet data, this time using the tins hoLr oombdned regresdAn equation
( daid predictive equation). This result shows less-blamed estimates (in the
extremes) than those in Figure 11, althoagh the oarrelation is lower and the R MS a
little larger (see Table 6). Not shown is the fhat that the average deviation
(absolute) of estimate fh+om observation was actually smaller fbr the single
predictive equation. Future development should reexamine the passibility of
a0sting the single equation approach, with modiflCatioaz, as an altertadive to
improving the weighting fAoters for individual hens.
5.5 Final Regression Modal Rem11
SOLMET data were split into three groups for fYrnl analysis
Dow mber-JanuwT-Fehxury-March(winter), Apr1]p-May-Oot*ber-Novembw(sprir*-
fhM, and June,July-August-Septsmber(summar). The sprir4u= oombination
subsequently was separated into spring and fhll subgroups, each about half as large
as the winter and sum mar groups. A ttemaat ion reg remalon cow, along with
their standard ertuz, are listed for each hour of the day in Tables Tod. The
number of obeervat^am involved in each houdy-daily analysis showed a minimum
after midnight and a maximum in mid-afternoon for all seasons. In terms of the
estimated insulation itself, after expanentlat ion with the derived oosMaienis, the
correlation ooefricierfta between estimated and observed immolation are determined,
as are the standard deviation of the residual difreremoe& Then terms are included
In the tables.
Seasonal changes in the estimation observation statistics are evident.
C anralation cwncients, disregarding: the nighttime vaakvwN are much thr same in
aping and summer, highest in fall, and almost as high in winter. The standard
deviation of residual diffe mnoss, or standard residual, shows a general inverse
relationship to the oasrelatb= It was smaUmet du ring the fAU and winter. During
the important spring and sum mar season% the ratio of the standard residual to the
mean observed irasolatdon becomes smaller in sum mar with the higher observed
meats.
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
641
641
1141
1187
1187
1356
1502
1464
1487
1521
1504
1549
1585
1575
1591
1604
1556
1541
1546
1417
1332
1318
1179
746
TABLE 7a
SP RIN G
SUMMARY OF DAILY INSOLA710M COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED FROM
REGRESSION ANALYSM FOR AVERAGE BACKGROUND CENTERCEPT),
WATER VAPOR SLANT PATH, AND CLOUD ATTENUATION PARAMETERS
Stwxfo d wmm am In P
P 1TH
NUMBER
HER OF OSS INTERCEPT CLOUD CORKT4^ D RES
0.7214 (0457)
0.6706 (04%)
0.6064 (0.041)
0.5872 (0.039)
0.5409 (0.039)
0.4771 (0-034)
0.4508 (0.031)
0.4118 (0.030)
0.3664 (0.027)
0.3390 (0.025)
0.2965 (0.023)
0.2666 (0.022)
0.2427 (0.021)
0.2047 (0.020)
0.2176 (0.021)
0.2442 (0.022)
0.2584 (0.024)
0.3205 (0.025)
0.3853 (0.02?)
0.4269 (0.030)
0.4744 (0.033)
0.5208 (0.034)
0.4394 (0.037)
0.5956 (0.044)
-0.0205 (0.019)
-4.0185 (0.019)
0.0089 (0.014)
0.0128 (0.014)
0.0247 (0.014)
0.0335 (0.012)
0.0278 (0.011)
0.0249 (0.010)
0.0323 (0.009)
0.0345 (0.009)
0.0377 (0408)
0.0436 (0.007)
0.0497 (0.007)
0.0603 (0.007)
0.0671 (0.008)
0.0%7 (0.008)
0.0660 (0.008)
0.0525 (0.009)
0.0389 (0.010)
0.0298 (0.011)
0.0230 (0.012)
0.0167 (0.012)
0.0670 (0-010)
-0.0037 (0.016)
0.5505 (0.054)
0.6116 (0.055)
0.6991 (0.042)
o.6967 (0.o4o)
0.7417 (0.041)
0.8127 (0.037)
0.9090 (0.034)
1.0642 (0.034)
1.1678 (0.031)
1.2456 (0.029)
1.3682 (0.028)
1.4058 (0.027)
1.4344 (0.026)
1.5110 (0.026)
1.4454 (0.027)
1.3848 (0.027)
1.3701 (0.030)
12659 (0.032)
1.1641 (0.033)
1.1182 (0.036)
1.0388 (0.038)
0.9693 (0.038)
0.9018 (0.045)
0.7598 (0.049)
0.46 6620
0.49 6484
0.53 6354
0.55 6288
0.56 6182
0.62 5912
0.68 5537
0.74 5074
0.79 4583
0.83 4170
0.86 3784
0.88 3544
0.89 3341
0.89 3356
0.88 3595
0.86 3871
0.83 4239
0.78 4695
0.74 5048
0.70 5414
0.67 5691
0.64 5891
0.59 6233
0.58 5998
HOUR  : Looal time at end of har
C 0 R R : Cant atlon between estimated and - ved daisy Isolation
STD RES s Standard devlatim of ra duab (kj m^
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TA 
BUMMER
3UMMART OF DAIL T IN30LATION COEFFICZNT3 DETERMINED FROM
REORSSMON ANALYM FOR AVERAGE BACKGROUND CENTERCEPT4
WATER VAPOR SLANT PATHo AND CLOUD ATTENUATION PARAMETER3
Standard amts are in p wM mn
NUMBER	 (O 1)	 (ag)
HOUR 0^	 INT RCEPT	 PATH	 CL_	 C_ 0RR STD
.01 1325 0.4217 (0.043) 0.0556 (0.011) 0.4996 (0.032) 0.59 5610
02 1325 0.4136 (0.043) 0.0557 (0.011) 0.5279 (0.032) 0.60 5563
03 2197 0.5189 (0.031) 0.0329 (0.008) 0.5885 (0.026) 0.60 5664
04 2283 0.:5035 (0.030) 0.0345 (0.008) 0.6019 (0.025) 0.62 5535
05 2289 0.4669 (0.029) 0.0403 (0.008) 0.6617 (0.025) o.64 5372
06 2752 0.4114 (0.024) 0.0421 (0.006) 0.7400 (0.022) 0.70 4970
07 3045 0.4270 (0.023) 0.0308 (0.006) 0.7751 (0.020) 0.73 4796
08 2961 0.3918 (0.022) 0.0317 (0.006) 0.9174 (0.020) 0.76 4509
09 3028 0.3676 (0.020) 0.0311 (0.005) 1.0081 (0.019) 0.8C 4156
C 1 0 3077 0.3533 (0.018) 0.0285 (0.005) 1.1042 (0.018) 0.83 3803
•	 1 3049 0.3299 (0.017) 0.0284 (0.004) 1.2350 (0.018) 0.87 3436
12 3203 0.3074 (0.015) 0.0311 (0.004) 1.3056 (0.016) 0.89 3160
13 3254 0.3159 (0.015) 0.0312 (0.01) 1.2673 (0.016) 0.89 3164
14 3225 02856 (0.015) 0.0376 (0.004) 1.3304 (0.017) 0.89 3094
15 3274 0.2744 (0.015) 0.0436 (0.004) 1.3039 (0.017) 0.8b 3247
16 3283 OZ 75 (0.016) 0.0422 (0.004) 1.2235 (0.018) 0.86 3509
17 3173 0.2994 (0.017) 0.0454 (0.005) 1.1911 (0.019) 0.83 3W2
• 18 3156 0.3318 (0.019) 0.0457 (0.005) 1.0578 (0.021) 0.78 4296
19 3152 0.3832 (0.021) 0.0395 (0.006) 0.9447 (0.022) 0.74 4704
.20 2823 0.4103 (0.024) 0.0388 (0.006) 0.8952 (0.025) 0.69 5072
21 2706 0.4239 (0.026) 0.0426 (0.007) 0.7785 (0.025) 0.66 5247
22 2692 0.4661 (0.027) 0.0372 (0.007) 0.7027 (0.025) o.64 5483
23 2331 0.3918 (0.029) 0.0665 (0.007) 0.6531 (0-029) oho 5718
24 1589 0.4637 (0.033) 0.0432 (0.009) 0.5447 (0.030) 0.61 5648
HOUR
 : Loeal time at end of hour
C 0 R R xCon,61atimbetween estimateciandobpumed dalLy inagation
STD RES s Standard deviation of raiduak (kj a
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TABLE 7c
FALL
SUMMARY OF DAILY INSOLATION COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED FROM
REGRE=ON ANALYSIS FOR AVERAGE BACKGROUND INTERCEPT),
WATER VAPOR SLANT PATH, AND CLOUD ATTENUATION PARAMETERS
Standwd errata are in parentheses
NUMBER
	 (40)	 (a1)	 (a2)
HOUR OF OBS	 INTERCEPT	 PATH	 CLOUD	 CORR STD RES
01 603 0.6111 (0.071) 0.0583 (0.019) 0.4744 (0.050) 0.62 4310
02 603 0.5886 (0.070) 0.0602 (0.019) 0.5154 (0.051) 0.63 4271
03 999 0.6279 (0.055) 0.0408 (0.014) 0.5958 (0.041) 0.65 4082
04 1034 0.5751 (0.052) 0.0477 (0.013) 0.6383 (0.038) 0.69 3913
05 1003 0.5550 (0.050 0.0499 (0.013) 0.6697 (0.038) 0.70 3786
06 1111 0.5355 (0.045) 0.0462 (0.012) 0.6952 (0.034) 0.75 3713
07 1311 0.4960 (0.039) 0.0435 (0.011) 0.7789 (0.030) 0.79 3425
08 1292 0.4463 (0.039) 0.0423 (0.010) 0.8522 (0.030) 0.81 3177
09 1395 0.3868 (0.03:) 0.0394 (4.009) 0.9590 (0.027) 0.85 2821
.Q 1417 0.3586 (0.031) 0.0367 (0.008) 1.0185 (0.025) 0.89 2461
-1 1385 0.3210 (0.029) 0.0394 (0.008) 1.1035 (0.0241 0.91 2155
12 1447 0.2882 (0.026) 0.0442 (0.007) 1.1678 (0.022) 0.93 1927
13 1471 0.2858 (0.025) 0.0449 (0.007) 1.1818 (0.021) 0.94 1869
14 1448 0.2787 (0.025) 0.0473 (0.007) 1.1961 (0.022) 0.93 1941
15 1474 0.3010 (0.026) 0.0476 (0.007) 1.1537 (0.023) 0.92 2133
16 1493 0.3395 (0.027) 0.0458 (0.008) 1.0989 (0.023) 0.90 2374
17 1420 0.3505 (0.030) 0.0500 (0.008) 1.0811 (0.026) 0.87 2635
18 1378 0.3624 (0.034) 0.0562 (0.009) 1.0184 (0.028) 0.85 2917
19 1372 0.3989 (0.036) 0.0540 (0.007) 0.9543 (0.028) 0.83 3105
20 1221 0.4403 (0.042) 0.0494 (0.011) 0.9042 (0.032) 0.79 3293
21 1165 0.4829 (0.046) 0.0438 (0.011) 0.8298 (0.034) 0.77 3421
22 1169 0.5656 (0.047) 0.0303 (0.012) 0.7652 (0.035) 0.75 3573
23 1078 0.5366 (0.055) 0.0721 (0.011) 0.6410 (0.041) 0.69 3913
24 651 0.5807 (0.063) 0.0482 (0.017) 0.6052 (0.048) 0.68 3926
HOUR  : Local tame at end of hoar
C 0 R R = Correlation between estimated and observed daily insWat ion
STD RES : Standard deviation of residuals (kj m-2)
a
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TABLE Td
WINTER
SUMMARY OF DAILY INSOLATION COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED FROM
REGRESSLON ANALYS4S FOR AVERAGE BACKGROUND CENTERCEPT),
WATER VAPOR SLANT PATH, AND CLOUD ATTENUATION PARAMETERS
Standard eta are in parmidueee
NUMBER	 (ao)	 (a1)	 (a2)
HOUR OF OBS	 INTERCEPT	 PATH	 CLOUD_	 CORR STD RES
01 1658 0.5878 (0.035) 0.1362 (0.013) 0.3258 (0.032) 0.56 4673
02 1658 0.5705 (0.035) 0.1349 (0.013) 0.3546 (0.033) 0.57 4645
03 2800 0.5968 (0.027) 0.0906 (0.009) 0.4197 (0.025) 0.62 4460
04 2880 0.5688 (0.026) 0.0887 (0.009) 0.4592 (0.024) 0.65 4398
05 2812 0.5259 (0.027) 0.0929 (0.009) 0.5118 (0.024) 0.67 4261
06 2993 0.4865 (0.024) 0.0988 (0.009) 0.5403 (0.022) 0.70 4123
07 3251 0.4407 (0.022) 0.0984 (0.008) 0.5903 (0.020) 0.74 3913
08 3227 0.3873 (0.021) 0.0938 (0.008) 0.6832 (0.020) 0.77 3662
09 3490 0.3315 (0.018) 0.0894 (0.007) 0.7745 (0.018) 0.82 3290
3552 0.3170 (0.017) 0.0851 (0.006) 0.8169 (0.017) 0.85 3035
3461 0.3017 (0.016) 0.0781 (0.006) 0.8978 (0.017) o.88 2729
12 3520 0.2748 (0.015) 0.0815 (0.006) 0.9527 (0.016) 0.90 2470
13 3571 0.2586 (0.014) 0.0814 (0.005) 0.9963 (0.015) 0.91 2314
14 3512 0.2513 (0.015) 0.0850 (0.006) 1.0184 (0.015) 0.92 2280
15 3582 0.2563 (0.015) 0.0923 (0.006) 0.9907 (0.015) 0.91 2410
16 3623 0.2795 (0.015) 0.0959 (0.006) 0.9340 (0.016) 0.89 2646
17 3492 0.2901 (0.017) 0.0970 (0.006) 0.9078 (0.017) 0.87 2902
18 3470 0.3180 (0.018) 0.1007 (0.007) 0.8362 (0.018) 0.84 3221
19 3476 0.3636 (0.018) 0.0946 (0.007) 0.7803 (0.018) 0.82 3435
.20 3124 0.3928 (0.021) 0.0906 (0.008) 0.7509 (0.020) 0.78 3619
21 2982 0.4366 (0.023) 0.0861 (0.008) 0.6923 (0.021) 0.75 3763
22 2996 0.4847 (0.023) 0.0752 (0.008) 0.6492 (0.021) 0.73 3893
23 2825 0.4983 (0.025) 0.0688 (0.007) 0.6368 (0.023) 0.71 3985
24 1882 0.5209 (0.028) 0.0688 (0.011) 0.5385 (0.028) 0.69 4078
HOUR = Loeal time at end of hour
C 0 R R e Correlation between estimated and observed daily in.9alation
ST D R ES : Standard deviation of residuals (k j m-2)
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The standard eta of the regression -b are iuxluded
powithetically after each coefficient in the tables. Only the few of the Mme
water vapor path ooeftioienzts doting wring (especially the negative values) are
Otherwise, the daytime water vapor path aoetric:ienb are smal]eet in
su m m Sr and largest in winter. The m oat i m portent ooeffLcient, for the cloud
transmittance term, is largest in spring and declines with season to smallest values
In winter. Intercept twit to be smallest in spring and sum mar and larger in fall
and winter.
All coefficients vary diurnally. Near midnight, the explained variances
and correlation eaftldenats reach low levels, in many instances dropping below the
variance associated simply with the changing solar zenith angle. Below such a
threshold it is considered that the regrission for that hour certain
little useful information far estimation of the total daily insolation.
Figures 13-16 Illustrate distributions of estimated and observed daily
insolation, based on the regresidon results that are available for the hour 1200-1300
during each seasonal period. These Mintz ations give a good view of the scatter and
residual Was in the data distributions for this optimal hour. In applieatiJon, the
k	 deny estimate would be based on a combination of estimates from three different
times. A distribution of such results would resemble the terns illustrated.
5.6 Independent Data Test
5.6.1 Independent SO L MET Data
Two months of SOLMET data, for an April and a May, were
withheld from the final regression analysis (deperidarnt data) so that they could be
used as a source of independent data for checking results. Two tests were made
with these data, by using information taken from three different hours (simulating
data coveage from two polar-o rbiting satellites). The only difference between
tests was a one4wur shift in the time of the central data input, from the 1300-1400
local hour to 1400-1500. In each case the results were weighted in accordance with
Egs.(16) and (17). For these tests the latest or "final" version of the cloud
categories and transmittance factors (see Table 5) was used. For one of the tests,
an ad,).ntment to remove bias, in accordance with two terms of Eq. (19), was
atte m pied with factors based on the e m pirical dependent data for spring.
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Rao ,' for the tests with independent SO L MET data are shown in
Figure i Tat b, and a. In the statistical sense it must be ccnclLxded that the tests
were certainly satdafgatary, even though satellite inputs were not actually used
here. The shI t in the midafternoon data am woe by one hour had a alight but not
especially significant impact on the resultm. The adjustment to remove the
regres dos bias improved the R MS by 8 percent and visibly improved the sym metry
of the dladributUon. The bias oorrection here was linear, for the three constituent
hours. A non-linear or step4Unction aae yeatlon might im prove the results !lather.
5.6.2 We endent Digital Inft aced Satellite Data
The aim of using digital mublapeatral data from an operational
• polar-arbU ng satellite is an automated technique for insalation estimation
involving aloud attenuation infarmation. The initial step of specifying aloud types,
fbr the parameterization of cloud transmittances was designed and tested as
discussed in the Appendix.
Of most importance for an automated operational procedure is
the availability of an objective cloud type specitLeation. Data from seven channels
of the operations]. HIRS sounder were selected for analyais toward this
i.
 develop m ant. It was ass am ed that high resolution A V H R R data might be used with
a thr otbalding method to defYne a cat espor:ding aloud amount. Ultim at sly, both
aloud type and amount for a given resolution (say 40 km) could be passed along to
the interactive analyst, who could assimilate this information with whatever
imagery was available for making final estimates.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Results obtained from analyses of SO L M E T data as well as tests have
de m on t ated the feasibility of Implementing  an operational algorithm for
estimation of inealatiron an the basis of polanowtiting satellite data. Surripoe► data
or other satellite data could be used as well. Cloud amount and loud type are the
primary prediatom Total water vapor is much Les edgnitioant statistioally, but the
"water vapor" term is scaled to IncAude sAzftoe pressure (or altarAtively, tight
above sea Lvea) as wen as dant path (through seo Z). When dUrnal variations are
excluded in analysts, there is much lees variance in the waxer term. To some
extent there is also a bu Gt-in oo m peneation an the optical thioknow the larger the
average clam path due to latitude, the smaller is the optical thickness due to
water vapor.
0 enenully, the adootion of parameters has not led to any obvious conclusion
on the spatial bias, if any. Some examination of regession coefficients has shown
no coherent patterm of a geographical or site'eped c dependency. On the other
hand, any reoocmdder sti on of spatial bias will requite a door look at the
g"p aphical varUtbn of diurnal and seasonal inealati,on distdbutiors, which can
depart from normal diabi uutiom A seasonal separation of ripmeeion coeffiaienta
has already been adopted.
The present teohnique makes use of a set of regresedon oo ffrcSent 1 for each
hour (during any given season) to provide an estimate of the total daily insolation
for the c]oesst daytime- perlod. For application to any location covered by a pelaN
muting satellite, all that is required, in addition to the per pent hourly regression
coetfiaiento, is the time, Latitude, and solar derllnation (aesumin g that the incident
solar flux across a herI=tA1 surface at the top of the atmosphere is known).
Individual hously estimates are combined ttacugh weigtuttng faotore that depend on
the ecdattng and maximum solar ze l th angle&
The present method requires that the analyst supply truce pieces of
information: the gross cloud type, the cloud amount, and the total precipitaMe
water or surface dewpoint. InitIkUy the cUxW type and amount wfll be det(rmined
by an analyst using an interactive system displaying satellite imagery. The
feasibility of this approach was de m aetrated in the interactive testa of Section
5.4. lr not available from satellite sounder pr efUse, of mixing mtlo, the
precipitable water quantity can be acquired from N M C anslya n or from
_.	 climatological values if no other, source is available. For each time of satellite
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ooverage, tabulated regrassdon ooef
 cites are applied to the three parsmetem to
obtain estimates of dally insolation. Results far the aevwvl hours are weighted to
artive at a single daW estimate. The interactive analyst can use his knowledge of
atmospheric ddarQrbarroas and theme alwaot isdo cloud ftutuns to alter
weighting fcters if he begeves the available cloud observations do not aeoustdy
represent the day as a whole for any particular looation. SimAady, the bias
Introduced by the regrt mdw prooeme which r dUs in th e overastimatlon of
Sninlation an mostly cloudy days and the undereatimation of insulation on :^.ostly
clear days can be removed if the analyst detects wither, of these two adbmtions and
oo m peneates accordingly.
It is likely that algarith m im prove m ants can be acco m pushed with i m proved
parameterization and weighting. As locng as a rfaoe data are used in the estimation
pcoeass, =ftoe dewpadnts can be used (as estimators of total peed#table water).
However, an aiternative is required ftm satellite data. At the preeeat time it
appears that the retrieved mixing ratios•
 that are irx&xWd in the T 0 VS product
ahould be applied, but other messres might be found also. Mace work is required
on the cloud pars m et i% with possible aornaideratioa of an automated treatment of
C the larger abate aloud orlardzation (helpful far filling in gaps between polar-arbiter
data oove mp). R eAeatanee data, both of cloud and of the surl'aee, should be
introduced even if limited to a single time each day. When available, the diurnal
range of.
 temperature can be used as an additional estimator of daily inedation or
at ]east as a check on the estimated ineolatiae.
one step in the im prove m ent prooess is to engage in iterative regression to a
greater extent that was dare here. In other words, first aolutione of aoefricisnts
are used to infer aloud parameters, aW the inferred cloud parameters are then
used to obtain new coefficients, with the praeess oontimft uuntil aeonvergm& is
obtained. Fu thermae, if the Anal results tend to be nonl1new, deWturea of the
estimates Aram the original obeecvatian can be used in another regresdon to
eliminate the bias.
An the polar-a thing satellite data are used in the algorithm, it will. be
benedlcial in the learning stage to match '.he satellite data with the S 0 L M E T data.
This will provide the mast direct link to Uh* am dred pars m etera. When interactive
proaedurea are used, it may be most profitable far the avtlyat to estimate
parameters over the sites of interest at other times than three of satellite pnseage.
In fact, the times can be Axed now noon, ar at adti al demotes ffrom noon so
that Axed weights can be applied.
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Other satellite data, at high r wlut&oN could be used to estimate a specific
cloud amaunt and tempem re. Reaft far each grid ale ant could be stored with
the TOVS product mum mart'. Surfioe retiPtanoe data dnould be added to permit an
additional car:ecticn to the kralatlon estimation when none ary (e.g., with a ftv&
snow cover).
FknaUy, the SO L M ET stations with both direct and difA= solar radiation
messaementa should be examined sepanately to enaDls a direct ditrinnr kradhme
sepamtioa. This separstion dv%M Lad ultimately to a better knsolatiorn estimation
+gym, especiaUY fbr cloudy and pattly cloudy oondtions.
Iti is z  mended that action be taken to complete the development of the
use of the HIRE data in the speaslY patLon of cloud perametars. Results or
sum marina derived therefrom, even if not used In an automated anabi6 , would aid
in the decision making pooess of the Interactive analyst.
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l	 APPENDIX: HIRS DATA ANALYSIS FOR CLOUD TYPE
As a f1rat step to the andlyals of HIRS data into classes related to aloud
parameters of interest far the estimation of ineclation- cloud targets had to be
selected an the bawls of known cloud types. Prints of GOES imagery were acquired
to msedst is the selection of the cloud targets, with initial emphasis on cloud type
rather than dpeoific amount '. These selections represent the flit phase of a
supervised aLaster analyda. In effect, the cloud speoitications, in terms of
previously established cloud type categal^ cocAdtuted the cloud truth for the
study.
From all available HIRS infrared data, seven channels, centered at wave
numbers of 7059
 7329 748, 901 9 12189 2191 and 2210 cm- 1 , were selected initial y
far further analysis. An effort was made to avoid excessive duplication in channel
respaese, but to mpintiln a minimum number of channels oondstent, with the
described number of cloud types. Data from each selected channel were limb
corrected; selected pfttoAn were made in terms of scanlines and scanspots. The
application of latitude and longitude grid lines to the printouts makes it poe dble to
check the accuracy of data locations and mate turps. A gray-acaled printout of
infrared ' window data from HIRS can be checked readily against the gridded image
of the GOES inf cared window.
Initial cloud types were defined so as to avoid ambiguities as much as
possible. Six adopted types were CLEAR, HIGH, MID, LOW, MIXED and THICK. A
stepwise .mu113p1e discriminant analysds was applied to the HIRS data (using the
seven channels as predictors to specify six cloud types). Table A-1 sum marize a the
results obtained from the SPSS dLscriminant analysis package as applied to a June
26,1980 data swath(N 0 A A-6 satellite). It is apparent that clear skies over coal
water were inteirpreted as low clouds in a number of criers. The HIGH category
shows same spread asmxdated with variations in opacity. As might be expected,
the MIX E D category so m eta m es is assigned to a particular cloud type.
Figure A-1 is a plot in the space of the fir t two discriminant ftuicti m Sets
of cod icients derived for each flznction are applied to each obse.-vation in
determination of the category. Separation of data points, each assigned a cloud
category, is apparent in Figure A-1, but distances between groups are not large.
The same discriminant flmctiorn were applied in an independent test to HIRS data
A-1
	 -
TABLE A-1
SUMMARY OF DMUL CLOUD CLASSWICATIONS FROM
HIRS/2 MULT33PECTRAL SCANSPOT DATA
r
CLASS[FICATION RESULTS -
NO. OF PREDICTED GROUP MEMBERSHIP
ACTUAL GROUP CASES 1 2 3 4 5 6
CLEAR 1 62 51 0 0 0 0 0
82.3 0.0 0.0 17.7 0.0 0.0
HIG H ' 2 24 1 19 2 2 0 0
4.2 792 8.3 8.3 0.0 0.0
MID 3 17 0 0 16 0 1 0
0.0 0.0 94.1 0.0 5.9 0.0
11-..0 W 4 22 0 0 0 22 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0	 100.0 0.0 0.0
MIXED 5 43 0 1 2 1 39 0
0.0 2.3 4.7 2.3 90.7 0.0
THICK 6 32 0 0 0 0 1 31
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 96.9
PERCENT CF GROUPED CASES CORRECTLY CLA	 D 89.00
in
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FIGURE A-1 CLOUD CLASSIFICATION DISTRIBUTION BASED ON
HIRS DATA FOR FIRST TWO DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS ,
A-3
from 0030-0215 GM To 30 June 1980, over eastern North A machos and the coastal
Atlantio. A complete distribution, of predicted cloud types is shown in the printout
displayed in Fig. A-2. There is little high-quality ground truth available for
checking the predioted spatial distribution of types. Some spot cooks are possible
flom Northern Hemispheric surface charts (not reproduced here). Several such
reports, although not strictly ocdneident with HIRS data, substantiated significant
dasedficat3^otm. Figure A-3 is a copy of a visible print from GOES imagery from
23152 9 29 June 1980, approximately one and one-half hours prior to the ntallite
swath over the Eastern United States (0030 to 0045Z, 30 June 80). Later satellite
imagery applies after sunset over the Eastern portion of the area. Several features
apparent in the satellite imagery are well represented in Figure A-2. The large
area of thunderstorms over northern Mise3s 1 tppd ard Alabama is evident as a cluster
of thick clouds (oategoy 6) in Figure A-2. The p^ecdpdiratinn producing clouds over
New Yark extending into New England are cleady described. The large swirl of
moody low cloudiness over the Great Lakes is well represented as is the large clear
area in the Ohio Valley. The clear area or "dry tongue" exuding from Western
New Yank southwestward into Kentucky can be seen readily. Although other
features are difficult to discern in the i]hstmted copy of the GOES image,  a
qualitative evaluation of the cloud type estimation model using the original print
Indicates considerable success. No doubt improvement would result from the use
of additional mu'liispectral parameters. Therefore, this method should be flMy
developed far application.
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FIGURE A-3 COPY OF GOES VISIBLE IMAGE NEAR SUNSET, 29 JUNE 1980
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